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In Kathy Wang's upcoming novel Impostor Syndrome, a Russian spy rises through the ranks of the tech industry, eventually landing the COO gig at Tangerine (a riff on Google), while one of her ...
Read chapters 6 and 7 of Kathy Wang's new novel Impostor Syndrome
To answer this question, let’s dive into Matthew 6:21 and learn what Jesus meant when He said to his disciples, “where your treasure is there your heart is also.” ...
What Does it Mean ‘Where Your Treasure Is There Your Heart Is Also’?
If you’re an only child or just stepped off the spaceship, this is what it’s all about—both baseball and brotherhood. In fact, just watching the whole locker room go nuts fo ...
John Means’ brother watching him throw a no hitter in the locker room an hour before his own game is what baseball is all about
Cigent, established in 2018 in Fort Myers, has even more urgency to implement its cybersecurity programs as hackers continue to breach sensitive data.
Fort Myers cybersecurity company Cigent takes off with funding, urgency to stop hackers
Dr Shivdasani applies her experience and medical expertise in a new e-book titled Covid and Post-Covid Recovery: DoctorVee’s 6-Point Plan (HarperCollins Publishers India; Rs 125). Dr Shivdasani uses ...
A 6-Point Plan for Covid-19 recovery
My Hero Academia's Joint Training Arc between Classes A and B rages on with the season’s most unpredictable battle.
My Hero Academia Season 5 Episode 6 Review: Foresight
Is this where the game is heading, and are we all really OK with this: I'm probably going to write a lot about this subject in this post, but I guarantee you one thing: I'm not here to answer the ...
A serious question for baseball, and its fans
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 10, 2021, 4:30 p.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGreetings. Welcome to the SmileDirectClub first-quarter ...
SmileDirectClub, Inc. (SDC) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Rohan Raja is the latest in the ever-growing list of Indian-origin wrestlers WWE have signed up in recent times, but it not just because Raja has roots in Punjab’s Gurudaspur and Hosiapur that this 29 ...
There is Only One of me in the World, Let Alone in the WWE – Confident Rohan Raja Sets Eyes on WWE Glory
Colorado is pushing for building electrification. But what does that mean and what do I need to know before giving up my gas appliances?
The “building electrification” movement is coming for your Colorado home. Here’s what you need to know before giving up gas.
The anonymous hacker who first discovered "Miner Extractable Value" returns with a warning: The integrity of Ethereum is at stake.
Why Ethereum’s Miner Extractable Value Problem Is Way Worse Than You Think
What do you picture when you hear the phrase "home economics?" Do you think of a high school classroom full of sewing machines, pots and pans, mops and brooms — in other words, a vestige of our sexist ...
The history of "home economics" is both surprisingly radical and conspicuously regressive
Montana tribes tackle an epidemic of violence against Indigenous women.
Montana Tribes Confront an Epidemic of Violence Against Indigenous Women
Low-wage employees late in their work lives have a huge stake in the fight to raise the federal minimum wage from $7.25 an hour to the leading proposal of $15.
It’s not just teenagers—millions of workers over 55 earn minimum wage
Ritzinger, who interacts with students experiencing or exiting homelessness as a research apprentice and volunteer, says it’s even harder to be young and unhoused today. “There’s already so little ...
The pandemic is making it even harder to be young and homeless
Brianne Smith was overjoyed to get an e-mail telling her to schedule a second dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. Hours later, her relief was replaced by dread: a phone alert — another mass public ...
As pandemic ebbs, an old fear is new again: mass shootings
Moms are role models and there are many things we can learn from them in almost every capacity. This begs the question: What if we implement moms’ best practices within our supply chain strategies?
Mother’s Day Reminder: 6 Best Practices From The World’s Greatest Supply Chain Manager
For 17 days, the orca mother carried her dead baby off the coast of Vancouver Island. People around the world watched, transfixed, as she refused to let her calf drop into the Salish Sea, even as its ...
How a grieving orca made ‘ghost mothers’ like me feel visible
Q1 2021 Earnings CallMay 7, 2021, 10:00 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood day, and thank you for standing by. Welcome to the ...
Telephone and Data Systems, Inc. (TDS) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
An invisible disability/illness is simply a ... These questions can cause us to doubt ourselves. Sometimes I let doubt get the better of me, and I wonder “Am I an imposter?” ...
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